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SILENCE IS CONSENT - LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD
Articles are shortened/paraphrased. Please go to the Insert for article website.
There is so much happening, so fast, that we cannot cover everything at once. It is so important that we
pay attention and look beyond what we are being told—so that we can see what is really happening in our
country and what the consequences will be. Our Constitution is being desecrated, taking away our rights
and freedoms; Congress is being by-passed in order to make it irrelevant; the Executive branch of
government is bigger and more controlling than ever and is stealing more power every day; the Judicial
branch is being populated by activist judges who believe in ―social and economic justice‖ rather than our
Constitution. The federal government works at dividing American citizens by race, ethnicity, class
warfare, redistribution of ―wealth;‖ our military has been weakened; there is violence at our border and
inside our country; Christianity is under attack (starting with Catholics); and all things American are being
undermined. The president‘s promise to fundamentally change America is happening, and time is
running out to restore our country. Yes, it is that serious.
Some people are finally realizing that they are being used—by the government and ―groups‖ that pretend
to represent or support them and then cut them out to aggressively achieve political power only for
themselves. They tell you anything you want to hear, but it‘s your fault if you believe them. In Rhode
Island the split has already happened between formerly allied ethnic groups in order to advance the
power of only one of them.
First and foremost, we ALL have to come back to being American citizens, united in our Republic—one
nation
under
GOD—
indivisible—with
liberty
and
justice
for
all.
http://www.wvsd.uscourts.gov/outreach/Pledge.htm Pledge of Allegiance and our Flag
Conservative Political Action Conference. February 9-11, Marriott Wardman Park, Wash., DC.
Unions and their adopted OccupyDC plan to disrupt CPAC Conference. According to the AFL-CIO‘s
Washington DC Metro Council website, ―Actions are currently being planned for noontime and after work
on Friday, February 10.‖ Also Facebook page for Occupy CPAC, posted by Change to Win. Change to
Win is the SEIU-led federation that broke away from the AFL-CIO in 2005—which means both union
groups are involved in planning the attacks on CPAC. The Marriott Wardman Park is on private property.
See Insert here for Agenda, Speakers, and union website.
―Some blacks insist: 'I'm not African-American.'‖ A shortened version of this article was in ProJo
February 5. The entire article at this website is very interesting and clearly shows individual thought
and allegiance and rejects the idea that any ―group‖ claiming that it represents a certain race or
certain ethnicity is not telling the truth. We are Americans first. Everyone needs to read this. It is
way past time that all Americans stand together and realize that these ―groups‖ are using us for their
own agenda.
ACLU bills city $173,000 for prayer banner case. The law allows winning plaintiffs in constitutional
cases to recover attorneys‘ fees from defendants. Lawsuits are a tool for ―redistribution of ‗wealth.‘‖
States, cities, towns, and average American citizens do not have the money or the resources to fight for
their rights if anyone decides to sue them. The choice is either to put yourself in great debt or give in.

We believe in our Constitution but have to wonder if future rulings—based on this one--will allow even
more extreme views, from extreme religions and others, to override and subjugate Christianity.
Afghan family guilty in ‗honor‘ killings. Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Couple, son get life sentences for
murder of three sisters, co-wife. Prosecutors said the defendants allegedly killed the three teenage
sisters because they dishonored the family by defying its disciplinarian rules on dress, dating, socializing
and going online, and the presence of a co-wife would have revealed the polygamous relationship and
could have resulted in their deportation. Judge Robert Maranger said the evidence clearly supported
their conviction for ―the planned and deliberate murder of four members of your family. It is difficult to
conceive of a more despicable, more heinous crime ... The apparent reason behind these cold-blooded,
shameful murders was that the four completely innocent victims offended your completely twisted concept
of honor ... that has absolutely no place in any civilized society.‖
Obama links raising taxes to Christianity. Video. Speaking at the National Prayer Breakfast service in
Washington on Feb. 2, President Obama said raising taxes on the rich "coincides with Jesus' teaching
that, 'for unto whom much is given, much shall be required.'" All of a sudden, religion and his Christianity
are important to him?
President Obama misrepresents the teachings of Jesus at National Prayer Breakfast. In a free
society, most of the things President Obama wants to support with taxes such as health care, housing,
food stamps, and other forms of public welfare have no business in the realm of government. Churches,
charity and individuals should provide these services to those unable to provide for themselves. By
continually talking about the American people in segmented groups (e.g., the poor, Latino, the young,
seniors, etc.), President Obama is in reality advocating for a country run on ideas that dominated
throughout most of history and the world today outside of the U.S. and a handful of European countries
and Israel. Historian Richard Frothingham describes the historical plight of man this way: "Social order
rested on the assumed natural inequality of men. The individual was regarded as of value only as he
formed a part of the political fabric, and was able to contribute to its uses as though it were the end of his
being to aggrandize the state. This was the pagan idea of man." President Obama rarely talks about
protecting the individual rights of all Americans nor the need to up-hold the first constitution in history
designed to do just that. Jesus was about the individual. He came so that liberty could be restored to the
individual. It would be refreshing to hear President Obama speak about Jesus' real mission.
Top U.S. Catholic Bishop: ‗Administration is on Wrong Side of the Constitution Again.‘ Cardinaldesignate Timothy M. Dolan, archbishop of New York and president of the U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops (USCCB), has recorded a video message bluntly stating that the Obama administration has a
habit of advancing policies that violate the U.S. Constitution. Video at site.
Cardinal Dolan‘s letter to bishops. The USCCB is setting up a new Ad Hoc Committee for Religious
Liberty headed by Bishop William Lori of Bridgeport, Conn., with the primary purpose of counteracting
attacks on religious liberty by the federal government. ―I had previously written to him (Obama) privately,
as had my predecessor Cardinal George, but, since neither of us had received a response, and, since the
trends continued, I decided to make this letter public.‖
Obama Orders Catholics to Act Against Their Faith; Bishops Call it 'Unconscionable.' On Jan. 20
the Obama administration finalized a regulation that orders all Americans--unless they work directly at a
church--to purchase government-approved health insurance plans (ObamaCare) that cover sterilizations
and all FDA-approved contraceptives including those that cause abortions, and requires that healthinsurance plans must provide sterilizations, contraceptives and abortifacients without any fees or co-pay.
(http://www.medterms.com/script/main/art.asp?articlekey=10912
Abortifacient:
A substance that
causes pregnancy to end prematurely and causes an abortion.) Health and Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius said the administration would allow some non-profit groups, which object to the rule on
religious grounds, an extra year—until August 1, 2013--to comply as long as these groups file a
certification document with the administration and inform their employees about where they can find
contraceptives. ―Employers wishing to take advantage of the additional year must certify that they
qualify for the delayed implementation.‖
University Defends Crackdown on Religious Groups. Christian student organizations at Vanderbilt
University in Tennessee may be forced to go underground or meet in secret after university officials
doubled down on a policy that bans student religious groups from requiring their leaders to hold the same
beliefs as the organization (an atheist or person of a different religion could HEAD the group). ―This
encourages students to engage in deception and infiltration and it takes away their rights to be with like-

minded people,‖ said Carol Swain, a Vanderbilt law professor and the advisor to the Christian Legal
Society. ―It‘s very easy for people to conceal their beliefs and if the wrong person is elected and starts
disrupting the organization, there‘s nothing that can be done other than to dissolve the organization and
start over the following year. There are people on campus who are very threatened by the idea of
religious freedom and they would like to create an environment where no one hurts anyone else‘s
feelings--unless it‘s Christians. This political correctness is running amuck on campus and its
constraining one group--and that group tends to be conservatives.‖ She accuses the university of bullying
people of faith, forcing the Christian Legal Society to remove Bible verses and the words ―Jesus Christ is
Lord and Savior‖ from their constitution. Statement from Vanderbilt: ―We‘re simply saying if you are going
to be a registered student organization and use the Vanderbilt name and university funding, and have the
privileges afforded a registered student organization, then you need to comply with our nondiscrimination
policy.‖ See Insert for video websites.
Thomas Sowell‘s Insights on the Obama Administration, the Presidential Election, and More.
VIDEO AT SITE—MUST SEE! ―One of Barack Obama‘s great gifts is the ability to say things that are
absolutely absurd and make them sound not only plausible, but inspiring.‖ President Obama is spreading
poverty--not wealth--around the country by attacking the people who are creating wealth in the first place.
As economist Thomas Sowell argues, raising taxes only encourages people to keep their wealth and jobs
overseas. Barack Obama‘s belief that individuals in certain professions should be taxed less than others
is nothing more than clever ludicrousness. Thomas Sowell, a Rose and Milton Friedman Senior Fellow
on Public Policy at the Hoover Institution, discusses everything from his life, the President, and class
warfare to similarities between Marxists and Occupy Wall Street protestors. In this interview, Sowell
reflects on the leading Republicans of our time and the Tea Party‘s ability to restore sanity in Washington.
Sowell explains, ―Barack Obama has followed policies which have ruined the economy. He has followed
foreign policies that have emboldened our enemies.‖ While Obama takes credit for killing Osama bin
Laden, in reality special ops forces found and killed him based on interrogations at Guantanamo.
Interrogations which the President vehemently opposed throughout his campaign. Video is 42 min. 52
sec. WORTH EVERY MINUTE! And goes by fast. At beginning is William Buckley (it‘s old) but lasts only
1
min.
30
sec.
Then
the
interview
is
current.
Video
also
at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sM5sQIZXlg&list=PL1F2F9DB68693C0F4&index=8&feature=plpp_vid
eo
http://townhall.com/columnists/thomassowell/ Thomas Sowell. Born North Carolina, grew up in Harlem
without finishing high school. Served in the Marine Corps, went to Harvard and studied Economics. After
magna cum laude from Harvard, earned Master‘s in Economics from Columbia and Doctorate from
University of Chicago. Was a professor at Cornell, Rutgers, Amherst, Brandeis, and UCLA.
The White House Promotes Educational Excellence for Hispanics. On January 25, 2012, Rhode
Island College hosted top education leaders in the Obama administration for ―The White House Initiative
on Educational Excellence for Hispanics.‖ The ―media advisory‖ for this event was sent out at 3:10 p.m.
the afternoon before the event with this note: **NOTE: Media representatives who wish to cover the
event must pre-credential by e-mailing their name, title, organization and contact information to Toby
Chaudhuri at toby.chaudhuri@ed.gov by Tuesday, January 24 at 6 p.m. ET. ** This gave the media less
than 3 hours to register.
Obama officials aim to give Hispanic students boost. Jose Rico, Director, White House Initiative on
Educational Excellence for Hispanics; Eduardo Ochoa, Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education,
U.S. Department of Education, Brenda Dann-Messier (former head of Dorcas Place in Providence),
Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education, U.S. Department of Education, Gabriel
Sandoval, Senior Advisor on Civil Rights, White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for Hispanics;
and Miriam Calderon, Senior Policy Advisor, Early Learning, Administration for Children and Families,
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, were representing the White House. Hispanic students
are the fastest-growing student population in the country, more than 50% are not prepared for college or
careers when they graduate, and only 13% earn a bachelor‘s degree in four years. The mission is to
publicize what federal programs and dollars are available to offer more educational opportunities for
Hispanics, to get community leaders to share existing programs to target this historically underserved
population, and to discuss what the president is doing to improve educational achievement for all
students, especially Hispanic youth.
Dann-Messier said, ―We want to make explicit that adult education can serve immigrants and that this
work is part of immigration reform.‖ She said that the Obama administration is committed to offering
more career and technical opportunities for youths interested in an alternative to college. Rico said many
of Mr. Obama‘s education changes, while not aimed specifically at Hispanic students, will help all

students. More than $4 billion in federal grants is available to turn around the nation‘s lowest-performing
schools, and, according to Rico, 70% of the students in high schools with abysmal graduation rates are
Hispanic. The administration is also committed to recruiting more Hispanic teachers. Policymakers on
Wednesday stressed the need to provide more services at the beginning of a child‘s life, by beefing up
early-childhood education, and at the end of a child‘s education, by making college more affordable.
Colleges that serve Hispanic students can apply for federal money to promote math, science and
technology career paths.
Questions. They said that ―adult education can serve ‗immigrants‘‖ and ―this work is part of immigration
reform.‖ The term ―immigrant‖ is what the Obama administration and advocates use to include illegal
aliens. ―Immigrant‖ denotes a foreign-born person who is in our country LEGALLY. What ―immigration
reform‖ is this part of? Is Congress working on something Americans don‘t know about – or is this just
part of Obama‘s back-door amnesty? They include ―early childhood education‖ and ―making college more
affordable,‖ but never mention that federal law mandates education for all students for K-12 only—it
DOES NOT include education BEFORE kindergarten or AFTER high school. They never clarify that
―early childhood‖ or ―college‖ would be only for American citizens and legal U.S. Hispanics. They
mention that colleges ―can apply for federal money to promote math, science and technology career
paths,‖ but ONLY if they ―serve‖ Hispanic students. Does that mean that the money is available to any
college that has Hispanics enrolled – or does it mean that the money is available only for Hispanic
students? Does ―offering more career and technical opportunities for youths interested in an alternative
to college‖ mean that Hispanic youths (legal and illegal) will be given preferential treatment for job
training and getting a job if they choose not to go to college? What do they mean by ―get community
leaders to share existing programs‖? They are ―committed to recruiting more Hispanic teachers.‖ So,
Hispanics will get preferential treatment for a teaching job?
No matter which words they use or how they try to spin it, this ―initiative‖ is to give preferential
treatment to a particular ethnic group – which means it discriminates against every other ethnic
group. And it promises federal money—tax money from ALL ethnic groups—to be used for only one
ethnic group, Hispanics. And, it coerces colleges by mandating that the money is available only to
colleges that ―serve‖ Hispanics. And, it leaves the opening to include illegal aliens in this preferential
treatment, but only if they are Hispanic, of course. All ethnic groups are served by our educational
system—BY FEDERAL MANDATE. An American education is very valuable—for all ethnicities—but
now, resources and attention will be focused only on Hispanic students because the federal government
says they are more important than every other student. Hispanics are in our schools right next to every
other ethnicity; nobody is stopping them from doing their best; so, why does every other student lose out
because these students are not making the grade in school? WHERE DOES THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY STAND ON THIS? Will they stand up or cave in—as they did on in-state tuition for
illegal alien students. This is blatant, in-your-face interference by federal government in the lives of all
Americans. Just one more demonstration of the disregard the Obama administration has for America‘s
Republic and our Constitution that gives American citizens the power over the federal government.
GOD BLESS AMERICA.
R.I.I.L.E. meets the first Tuesday of every month, at 7 p.m., at the American Legion Club, 1108 Charles
St., North Providence (corner of Remington St. next to Citizens Bank). Parking in rear. Please help us
save Rhode Island.
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